Clean Energy (& Solar Air Conditionig) Is Indian Government’s Mantra
by Vishwa Mohan
August 2, 2014: New Dehi - Environment minister Prakash Javadekar on Friday said clean energy was the 'mantra' of his government.  He promised to utilize money from the National Clean Energy Fund to promote solar and wind power in a big way.
Underlining the seriousness of this goal, he cited his government's decision to enlarge the corpus of the clean energy fund by levying more cess (tax) on coal.  
The government in its budget for the current year had announced an increase in the chess on coal from 50 Rupees / tonne to Rs 100 ($1.67) / tonne.
The National Clean Energy Fund (NCEF), which is capitalized by imposing a tax on coal, peat and lignite, currently has over Rs 3,000 crore ($480 million).  The government has decided to use this money to fund its clean Ganga mission, but the bigger chunk of the money would be spent on its original mandate of promoting renewable energy.  
Javadekar made these remarks after releasing a report on 'solar air conditioning and desalination in India', brought out by WWF-India and the policy research institution Council on Energy, Environment and Water (CEEW).  
The report, highlighting huge potential for the use of solar energy, making a strong case for using 'solar air conditioning'.  It said, "With growing urbanization and demand for cooling, renewable energy application like solar air conditioning can play a significant roe in reducing peak-load demand on the electrical grid, especially during the day time.”  
Touching upon the critical area of cost, the report said, that despite the higher initial investment cost, maintenance and operation cost of a solar air conditioning system is "fairly economical when compared to conventional cooling system".  
It, however, admitted that the true market cost for solar air conditioning systems are difficult to assess, both at the global as well as national levels.  It said, "This is particularly because solar air conditioning technology is still evolving and only limited installations have been executed.”  
Noting the potential of solar energy, the report said most parts of India had between 300 and 330 sunny days in a year (equivalent to over 5,000 trillion kWh per year), which can be harnessed through heat and electricity.  
Javadekar also conferred the 'Climate Solver Awards', which seek to encourage cutting-edge clean (non-polluting) technologies.  The awards, instituted by WWF-India, are an attempt to catalyze an enabling environment for climate innovations that promote energy access and reduce climate-damaging greenhouse gas emissions.  
The report came at a time when Washington-based independent research organization Worldwatch Institute, in its latest findings, noted that solar power installations have jumped to a "new annual record" in 2013.  
Examining global trends in solar power, the institute said, "The year 2013 saw record-breaking growth for solar electricity generation, as the photovoltaic (PV) and concentrated solar thermal power (CSP) markets continued to grow.  With over 39 Giga-Watts installed worldwide, the PV solar market represented 1/3 of all newly-added renewable energy capacity.  
"Europe accounted for the majority of global solar power consumption (67%), followed by Asia (23.9%) and North America (8.1%).  Worldwide, solar consumption equaled 0.5% of electricity generation from all sources."
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